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Abstract 
 

Monitoring of wild animals in their environment is extremely difficult. Since 

there are several animals in a forest detecting them manually can be a critical 

task. In natural habitat reliable and effective supervision of wild animals is 
important to notify decisions of management and conservation. Automatic 

camera traps or hidden cameras are highly familiar tool for monitoring of 

wild life due to their reliability and effectiveness in gathering information of 
wild life unobtrusively and continuously in huge amount. Though, processing 

such huge number of captured images manually in camera traps is costly 

andtime consuming task. This provides a main barrier to ecologists and 
scientists to supervise wildlife in open surroundings. In this context, deep 

learning algorithms can positively contribute to animal detection and 

classification. . Convolutional Neural Network classifies the animals based 

on their images so that it can be monitored effectively. Animal classification 
and detection can help to stop accidents among animals and vehicles, trace 

animals easily and preserve wildlife in the long run. The current study makes 

an effort to implement CNN algorithms, which will help detecting wild 
animals from videos and classify the wild animals. This research has used  
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Coco dataset of four classes of wild animals namely Zebra, Elephant, Bear 

and Giraffes. A new CNN model has been developed and trained over 2000 
images of animals using Adam Optimization learning algorithm in this 

research. The testing results render 96 percentage accuracy and the model 

when practically implemented on a real time basis can facilitate detection of 

huge numbers of wild animals in an unobtrusive and inexpensive manner. 
 

Keywords: Wild animal detection, Convolutional Neural Network, Adam  

Optimization, Wildfile Conservation, Giraffe Detection, Elephant Detection, 

Bear Detection, Zebra Detection. 
 
 

 

1 Introduction  
 
 Mankind and animals are bound to live together to form a sustainable 

ecosystem. But not all times they get along with each other. Human habitats 

are formed in general by destroying the natural environment likes forests, 
lakes, rivers and so on. As a consequence, the animals that originally 

belonged to this part of the region come in search of their lost habitat. This 

turns harmful to both humans and animals. Convolutional neural networks 
have been playing a very significant role in the recent times in automating the 

process of the animals of the wild thereby preventing issues like accidents 

happening to wildlife and damages happening to human vegetation and life. 

There are several roads and highways in India that run across secured wildlife 
regions for instance the Mudumalai wildlife sanctuary, Nagarhole, Kabini, 

Gir reserve sanctuary. In those places there is a possibility that wild animalto 

enter into highways which eventually will cause accidents to both human 
beings and animals. The impact of roads might result in loss of habitat, 

fragmentation of habitat and degradation of habitat, which will also influence 

wildlife and its habitats both indirectly and directly particularly on bigger 

mammals like Indian Elephant, Bengal Tiger, Giraffe, etc. These animals are 
huge in ranges and undertake seasonal movements over various regions 

particularly semi natural or natural habitat. There has been only less attention 

given to animals in changed landscapes with a long history of intensive land 
management and land usage. The conservation and protection of wildlife is a 

challenging research particularly in natural reserves, near human 

surroundings and hot spots [12]. Therefore, it is important to avoid animal 
vehicle collision on highways, invasion of animals in residential areas, and 

also to increase awareness of targeted locomotive behaviour of animal [1]. 

Vehicle accidents in wild life region result in considerable economic, 

personal and environmental damage involving fatalities, injuries to humans, 
wildlife loss and damage to vehicles [14]. When driving on highways 

domestic and wild animals cause dangers to users in road. In several cases, it 
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will be hard for the drivers to escape from the road accidents even though 
they notice the animals crossing on time. This has enabled research into 

several ways of developing a detection system for animals that provides 

warning to drivers and thus enablesthem to take essential steps. Identification 
of animals, according to [2], it provides huge advantages namely: it permits 

the conservation and monitoring of wildlife animals particularly in a 

surroundings where certain animals are on the extinction verge; It also offers 
the public an essential tool to monitor and inspect population of animal 

changes over a time period; and it permits ecologists and biologists to better 

perceive the effect of animal population to their surroundings.  

 Till date taking from an Indian context there are no proper systems to 
prevent this losses.  It is an indispensable fact that such a system must be 

brought into implementation in the Indian forest areas. Monitoring the 

ecosystem involves many variables that can reduce the capability of a human 
eventually to identify the species from an image taken in wild ecosystem 

[16]. These difficulties not only affect human but can also have effect on the 

computer system’s decision making process.Deep learning is a subdivision of 

machine learning algorithms that have set new accuracy records for several 
essential issues such as sound recognition, image recognition [8]. With the 

growth of IT, deep learning-based image classification and processing is used 

vastly in different applications [22]. The request for classification of image is 
found to have increased in the recent times. The classifiers based on deep 

learning enhance the classification performance for different objects [21]. 

Systems that automatically classify and identify species of animal have 
become important [13]. One of the deep learning applications in the recent 

times that is being researched and implemented by the researchers is 

detection of animals. Although different models of machine learning can 

classify different animals’ images it remains a barrier to differentiate the 
species of animal. It is a difficult method that requires special skills for the 

human beings to develop. The models of convolutional neural network are 

effective recognition approaches of the modern time. Unlike the traditional 
methods of image classification, a CNN employs multilayer convolution to 

retrieve and combine features automatically. These algorithms are designed 

to be carried out independently and are trained to resolve specific tasks. This 
research attempts to develop a novel convolutional neural network model that 

would not only identifies an animal but also classifies four species of wild 

animals namely Bear, Giraffe, Zebra and Elephant. 

  

2 Literature Review 
 

 Chen et al [7] proposed a novel deep CNN based algorithm of species 
recognition for classification of wild animals on camera trap image 

information. The image information was obtained with camera trap triggered 

by motion and were segmented automatically using the algorithm known as 
graph cut algorithm based on segmentation technique. The moving forefront 
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is chosen as interest area and is applied to proposed algorithm of recognition 

of species. For the purpose of comparison this study used traditional BoVW 
framework as the baseline algorithm of species recognition. It is inferred that 

the proposed deep CNN based recognition of species accomplishes better 

performance.  

 Nguyen et al [9] has stated in their study that in supervising animals in 
wildlife environment without distrurbing them is feasible using camera 

trapping structure. Automatic triggered cameras are expected to take burst 

with automatic triggered cameras generate huge amount of information but 
always create low quality images. This greater amount of information must 

be categorized by human experts. In this study a 2-step classification is 

suggested to get nearer to camera trap and automatic system of classification 

in low quality images. Deep CNN were used to differentiate images, initially 
between mammals and birds and then between sets of mammals. The used 

technique obtained 98 percent and 90.35 percent in every task. A mode of 

alleviation using confidence threshold of classification automatically is 
suggested permitting the system to give 100 percent of performance traded 

with work of humans.  

 Gomez et al [6] proposed another study in automatic monitoring of wild 
animals with respect to detection of animal species in camera trap images 

using deep CNN. Non-intrusive monitoring of wild animals is considered 

feasible using camera trap structure which employs sensor triggered cameras 

to capture animal images burst in their habitat. However, the camera trap 
structure generates huge number of information which must be examined by 

human experts. In this study an approach for identification of wild animal 

using deep CNN is presented. Numerous kinds of the Snapshot Serengeti 
dataset were employed to probe the capability of the approach to cope with 

various barriers which the camera trap images request. The results of the 

study showed that the anticipated approach outdoes former approximation 
and assures that identification in images captured by camera trap is 

automated. R. Joseph Manoj, M. D. AntoPraveena and K. Vijayakumar 

proposed a method for feature selection for big data. 

 Chemma and Anand [3] proposed a research on automatic recognition 
and detection of individuals in patterned species. The biometrics of visual 

animals is gaining rapidly lot of attention recently as it facilitates cost 

efficient and non-invasive method for monitoring wildlife applications. 
Wide-spread use of camera traps has led to huge number of gathered images 

making manual visual content processing difficult to handle. In this research 

a structure for automatic recognition and detection of individuals’ structure in 

various patterned species namely jaguars, tigers and zebras are developed. 
Several existing systems depend mainly on manual input image for 

localization of animal which does not measure well to huge sets of data. In 

order to automate the detection process while recollecting strength to partial 
blocking, blur, pose variations and illumination this study suggested Faster 
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R-Convolutional Neural Network framework of detection of object to 
identify animal images effectively. This research retrieves AlexNet features 

of flank of animal and train logistic regression classifier to identify the 

individuals. This research evaluates and tests the structure on camera trap 
dataset of tiger pictures that comprises pictures that differ in overall image 

quality, pose of animals, lighting and scale. This research estimates the 

identification system on jaguar and zebra images to reveal the generalization 
of patterned species. The structure provides perfect outputs of detection in 

camera trap tiger images and a better or same identification performance of 

individual compared to state of art identification methods.   

 In the study of Nguyen et al [9] reliable and effective supervision of 
animals in natural habitats is important to notify the decisions of management 

and conservation. Automatic covert cameras or camera traps are highly 

familiar component for monitoring wildlife due to their reliability and 
effectiveness in gathering wildlife data unobtrusively in huge volume. 

However, processing huge set of videos and images seized from camera traps 

manually is costly, time consuming and monotonous. This indicates a main 

barrier to ecologists and scientists to supervise wildlife in open surroundings. 
Leveraging on present advances in deep learning techniques in computer 

vision this study proposes a model to construct automated identification of 

animal aiming at an automated system of wildlife monitoring. Specifically, 
this study used a single labelled set of data from the wildlife spotted project 

performed by state of art deep CNN architectures and citizen scientists to 

train a system of computation capable of filtering animal images and 
recognizing species inevitably. The results of experiment speed up the 

findings of research, build much effective citizen science-based system of 

monitoring and consequent decisions of management having the importance 

to make essential effects to ecology world and trap analysis of camera 
images.  

 The study of Chen et al [4] proposed CNN for classifying input images of 

animals. This method is compared with well familiar image recognition 
approaches namely Linear Discriminant Analysis, Principal Component 

Analysis, Support Vector Machine and Local Binary Patterns Histograms. 

The main purpose is to compare the overall recognition accuracy of Linear 
Discriminant Analysis, Principal Component Analysis, Local Binary Patterns 

Histogram and Support Vector Machine with proposed convolutional neural 

network approach. The wild animal’s database is created for experiments. 

The whole performances were acquired using various numbers of tests and 
training images. The results of experiments show that the proposed approach 

has positive impact on whole performance of animal recognition and 

outperforms other investigated approaches.   
Lyu W [7] proposed a study on wild animal detection using deep 

convolutional neural network. The analysis and monitoring of wildlife is an 

active field of research over several decades. This study focuses mainly on 

wildlife analysis and monitoring through detection of animals from natural 
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scenes obtained by camera trap networks. The sequences of image acquired 

from camera trap comprises of highly cluttered images that prevent animal 
detection resulting in decreased rates of detection and greater rates of false 

discovery. To manage this issue this study has utilized a database of camera 

trap that has proposals of candidate animal using multilevel graph cut in 

spatio temporal domain. These proposals are utilized to make a phase of 
verification that recognizes whether a given patch is background or animal. 

This study designed a model of animal detection using self-learned Deep 

CNN (convolutional neural network) characteristics. This effective set of 
features is employed for classification using advanced machine learning 

algorithms namely K-Nearest Neighbour, SVM and ensemble tree.  

 In the study of Favorskaya and Pakhirka [5] supervision of animal 

behaviour in the wild supposes reliable technologies for their recognition of 
species using visual information seized by camera traps. In this study CNN 

VGG is proposed by 3 branches two of which are VGG16 for the muzzle and 

shape recognition part and another one is VGG19 for the whole recognition 
of shape. An importance of such branched convolutional neural network 

structure is caused by huge number of animal poses fixed by camera trap. 

The preliminary classification process of images helps to acquire better 
image recognition. The joint convolutional neural network generates better 

results of accuracy on balanced set of data and normal results of accuracy in 

unbalanced training dataset.  

 Sreedevi and Saritha [15] have stated in their study that in many real-life 
applications the detection of animal-based studies is very important. The 

methods of animal detection are useful to know about the behaviour of 

targeted moving of animals and to hinder intrusion of animals that results in 
severe circumstances in the forest border region. The conflict of human 

animal creates huge negative effect for both wild animals and humans. The 

loss of life and injury of wildlife and humans, damage to crop and human 
property, habitat destruction is certain major effect of these conflicts. There is 

a requirement of developing a system which detects any existence of wild 

animal interaction in the border area and without causing harmful impact to 

wild animal and human being the dangerous situations and interference 
caused by wild animals have to be reduced. This study encloses different 

perspectives of such systems design involving artificial intelligence and 

image processing for detection of animals, classification of species, automatic 
animal identification using convolutional neural network, alarm unit design, 

animal repellent circuit and mobile application design.   

 Thangarasu et al [17] has mentioned in their study that the movement of 

wild animal and its distribution are important for animal life conservation. 
The most commonly used technique for monitoring animals is camera trap 

which activate the camera automatically on presence of animals and acquires 

huge number of information. This study aims to examine different ML 
algorithms namely Random Forest, Support Vector Machine and models of 
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deep learning namely Inception V3, AlexNet for animal species 
classification. Among which the models of deep learning outperform ML 

algorithms. In this study the overall accuracy comparison between deep 

learning and machine learning models has been discussed and observed. The 
experimental results recommend that Inception V3 meets much accuracy than 

Random Forest, AlexNet and also results highly accurate classification is 

acquired with the availability of precise techniques and enough data. In this 
study the proposed convolutional neural network model outperforms in the 

recognition of wild animals using camera trap images without any manual 

intervention.  

 In the study of Parham [11] techniques of deep learning have been 
employed essentially for big scale classification of image aiming wildlife 

prediction. This research used a deep CNN and a proposed scalable 

convolutional neural network. This study mainly adapts the layers of network 
in a multitasking system and enhances real time operations with reduced 

performance loss. It recommends a straightforward method to access the 

performance gains network while expanding the layers of network. This is 

useful as it decreases redundancy in layers of network and enhance efficiency 
of network. The implementation of architecture was carried out using the 

Kara’s structure and TensorFlow as the CPU backend and to corroborate the 

universality and proposed approach robustness. This study trains the model 
on GPU with a newly made dataset are pre-processed for evaluation of 

performance. The outputs acquired from the experiments reveals that the 

proposed design of architecture will perform well with huge amount of 
dataset at parameters of set optimum.  

 Trnovszký et al [18] has mentioned in their research that verification of 

wild animals in their own environment is crucial. This proposed study 

develops an algorithm to predict the wild life animals. Since there are several 
animals manually recognizing them is a critical task. This algorithm 

categorizes animals based on their images so that they can be monitored 

much effectively. Animal classification and detection helps to hinder 
accidents of animal vehicle, trace animals and hinder theft. This can be 

accomplished by implementing efficient algorithms of deep learning.  

Verma et al [19] has proposed a deep learning model to classify the stock 
exchange data using Candlestick Pattern Detection. 

 The below table shows the reviews of the automatic detection of wild 

animals using convolutional neural network: 
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Table 1. Reviews of existing work on automatic detection of wild animals using neural 
network 

S.No. Author Year 
Technique 

Used 
Advantages of technique 

1 Chen et al 2015 Deep CNN 
Improves huge learning capacity and 

achieves superior performance 

2 
Gomez et 

al 
2016 Deep CNN 

Differentiate images between 

animals 

3 
Gomez et 

al 
2016 Deep CNN 

Resolves species identification task 

over the dataset of snapshot 

Serengeti 

4 
Chemma 

and Anand 
2017 Faster RCNN 

Detect the flank and body part of 

animal to extract discriminatory 
features 

5 
Nguyen et 

al 
2017 Deep CNN 

Filters animal images and identifies 

species automatically 

6 
Trnovszky 

et al 
2017 CNN 

Provides best rate of recognition for 

a greater number of input training 

images 

7 
Verma and 

Gupta 
2018 

Deep 

Convolutional 

Neural 

Network 

Used for classification using state of 

art ML algorithms 

8 

Favorskaya 

and 

Pakhirka 

2019 Joint CNN Provides better results of accuracy 

9 
Sreedevi 

and Saritha 
2019 

Convolutional 

Neural 

Network 

Animal is detected in the range of 

camera 

10 
Thangarasu 

et al 
2019 

Convolutional 
Neural 

Network 

Detect the flank region and whole 

body of individual animals 

11 Yohanna 2019 

Deep 

Convolutional 

Neural 

Network 

Reduces the redundancy in network 

layers and boosts efficiency of 

network 

12 
Banupriya 

et al 
2020 

Convolutional 

neural 

network 

Detect wild animals effectively and 

hinder wildlife poaching 

 

3. Design of the system 
 
3.1 Proposed Architecture for Wildlife Detection 
 
 The main aim of the proposed model is to design and develop a 

Convolutional Neural Network for Automatic Detection of wild animals. The 
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CNN is trained based on object detection dataset. The CNN is a widely used 
model of deep learning in handling tasks related to image like captioning, 

classification, recognition of image. Usually these networks are a 

combination of convolutional layers, pooling layers and fully connected 
layers. These three layers are used to construct a CNN model by changing the 

number of block or by adding or deleting a block. This paper is particularly 

designed to monitor wild animals as impacts of animals will cause serious 
threat to local community people.This paper implements a Convolutional 

Neural Network that will help predict four classes of wild animals from the 

video. The dataset used to train the proposed Deep Convolutional Neural 

Network is of four classes (Bear, Elephant, Giraffe, Zebra). The data was 
downloaded from COCO website with their corresponding bounding Boxes. 

Total 2200 labelled images have been downloaded with their respective 

boxes which from COCO2017 Dataset.All images are resized to shape (416, 
416, 3). The format of bounding boxes that have been used are [Xmin, Ymin, 

Xmax, Ymax]. Totally six anchors have been used in this research  ((10,13), 

(16,30), (33, 23), (30,61), (62,45), (59,119)). Nearly 2000 images have been 

considered in this research in such a way that 500 from each class were taken 
for training and 250 from each class were taken for validation [20,23,24,25]. 

 The task of the proposed architecture is a Classification task where the 

architecture automatically detects wild animals from the input videos and 
classifies them based on one of the four classes namely Bear, Giraffe, 

Elephant and Zebra. 

 The proposed model architecture of convolutional neural network 
developed over Resnet 50 is depicted in the below Figure 1. It shows the 

CNN model architecture in which the loss function is optimized. The CNN is 

a particular type of artificial neural network that utilizes machine learning 

algorithm, known as perceptron to examine the data. CNN is applied to 
image processing, NLP and other kinds of cognitive tasks. A convolutional 

neural network has an input layer, an output layer and different hidden layers. 

Some of the layers are convolutional using a mathematical model to pass on 
outputs to successive layers. 

 In this research ResNet-50 pre-trained model on image net has been 

adapted as a base model and then a new model has been developed by adding 
convolutional layers followed by prediction layer. In the proposed 

architecture, there are total two prediction layers one is of (13, 13) grid and 

another is of (26, 26) grid. Total 6 anchors have been used, 3 for each 

prediction layer, respectively. The loss function adapted is Custom Loss 
function. It calculates the loss from these two predictions separately and then 

adds them to get total loss. A total number of 1980 images have been used for 

training and 220 images have been used for validation. While training the 
model, all the layers ResNet-50 were frozen and the new model was trained 

for 30 epochs with batch size of 32 and learning rate of 0.0001. After this all 

the layers including that of the layers of ResNet-50 were unfrozen for 
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training and the model was again trained for 20 epochs with decreasing 

learning rate for factor of value 0.1starting from 0.0001 with batch size of 8. 

 
Figure 1.Proposed Model Architecture for Wildlife detection 

 
 As the above Figure 1 indicates the input of the CNN will grasp image 

pixels’ raw values and with 3 colours channels namely RGB (Red, Green and 

Blue). The layer of CONV estimate the neurons result that are linked to input 
local regions, each estimating a product of dot between their weights and a 

little area they are linked to in volume of input. Similarly, the RELU layer 

will use a function of element wise activation. This leaves the volume size 
unaltered. The POOL layer will carry out down sampling operation along 

spatial dimensions namely height and width resulting in volume denoted as 

16×16×12. The FC (fully connected) layer will estimate the class rank 

resulting in volume of size. As with ordinary neural network neuron in this 
fully connected layer will be linked to all the numbers in the preceding 

volume. The details of the layers are explained below 

 

3.1.1 Convolutional Layer 
 

 This is the first layer to retrieve features from an input image. 
Convolution preserves the association between pixels by learning the features 

of image employing small squares of input information. It is a mathematical 

operation that considers two inputs namely a kernel or filter and an image 

matrix. In an image the convolution with varied filters can perform 
operations such as blur, sharpen and edge detection by using filters.  
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3.1.2 Max Pooling Layer 
 
 Next is the Pooling layer, which would decrease the parameter number 

when the images are too big. Max pooling layer takes the biggest element 
from rectified feature map. The main purpose is to down sample the input 

representation (output matrix of hidden layer, image, etc.) decreasing its 

dimensionality.  
 

3.1.3 Fully connected layer 
 

 The hidden layers inside a CNN are known as fully connected layers. 
These are specific kind of hidden layer which must be used within the CNN. 

This is used to integrate the features into much attributes that finds the results 

much exactly.  
 

3.2 Loss Function 
 

In this model, the loss function comprises of: 1) the classification loss; 2) the 
localization loss (errors between the ground truth and predicted boundary 

box); and 3) the confidence loss (box object-ness). Each loss is explained in 

detail below: 
 

Classification Loss: 

 The classification loss at every cell is the squared error of the class 
conditional probabilities for every class if an object is detected is known as 

classification loss. The equation for classification loss is given below: 
2

2

0

ˆ1 ( ( ) ( ))
S

obj

i i i

i c classes

p c p c
 

 
                                                               (1) 

 

Where  

 
1obj

i = 1 if an object appears in cell i, otherwise 0. 

 
ˆ

ip
(c) denotes the conditional class probability for class c in cell i. 

 

Localization Loss: 

 The localization loss estimates the errors in predicted sizes and locations 
of boundary box. The box liable for detecting the object is only counted. The 

equation for localization loss is given below: 
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                              (2) 
Where  

  
1obj

ij =  1 if the j the boundary box in cell i is responsible for  

  detecting the object, otherwise 0 

  coord
increase the weight for the loss in the boundary box  

  coordinates 

 

Confidence Loss: 
 The confidence loss estimates the box object-ness and if an object is 

detected in the box then: 
2

2

0 0

ˆ1 ( )
S B

obj

ij i i

i j

C C
 

 
                                                                              (3) 

Where  

 
ˆ

iC
is the box confidence score of the box j in cell i. 

 
1obj

ij = 1 if the j the boundary box in cell iis responsible for detecting the 

 object, otherwise 0 
If an object is not detected in the box the confidence loss is: 

2

2

0 0

ˆ1 ( )
S B

noobj

noobj ij i i

i j

C C
 

 
                                                                     (4) 

Where  

 
1noobj

ij is the complement of 
1obj

i  

 
ˆ

iC
is the box confidence score of the box j in cell i. 

 noobj
weights down the loss when detecting background 

 

Total Loss: 

 The final loss includes three variables together such as confidence, 
classification and localization losses together. The equation for the total loss 

function is given below: 
2

2 2

0 0

ˆ ˆ1 ( ) ( )
S B

obj

coord ij i i i i

i j

x x y y
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                       (5) 

Where  

 
1obj

ij = 1 if the j the boundary box in cell iis responsible for detecting the 

 object, otherwise 0 

 coord
increase the weight for the loss in the boundary box coordinates 

 
 The below figure 2 shows the training validation loss curve obtained after 

implementing the proposed model and training the data. 

 

 
Figure 2. Training Validation Loss 

 

3.3 Learning Algorithm – Adam Optimization 
 

 In this research, Adam Optimization learning algorithm is used instead of 

classical stochastic descent gradient process to update the iterative network 
weights based in training data. The phrase Adam is derived from adaptive 

moment estimation. The benefits of Adam Optimization learning algorithm is 

direct to implement, small memory needs, effective computationally, well 

applicable for issues that are huge in terms of parameters and/or data, 
invariant to diagonal re-scaling of gradients, proper for non-stationary 

objectives and proper for issues with sparse and/or noisy gradients. Adam 

utilizes estimations of first and second gradient moments to adapt every 
weight learning rate of neural network. The formula is denoted as: 

mp = E[Xp]                                                                                                   (6) 
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 The gradient of the function of cost of neural network is regarded as 

random variable since it estimates on small numbers of random data. The first 
moment is mean whereas the second moment is uncentered variance. Adam 

uses exponentially moving average to measure the moments. Adam uses 

adaptive learning rates and momentum to converge rapidly. The momentum 

algorithm enhances the stochastic descent gradient in similar direct as well as 
damping rotations. To establish the momentum in neural network a temporal 

element is added to update vector of past time to present update vector. This 

provides the impact of enhanced ball momentum by certain amount. It can be 
denoted mathematically as: 

 

Vs = γVs − 1 + η∇θO(θ)                                                                            (7) 

 

θ = θ − Vs                                                                                                     (8) 

 

Where θ is the neural network parameter that is biases, activations or weights 

ηis the rate of learning 

            O is the objective function  

             ϒ is the constant value also known as momentum 

             Vs-1 (s-1 is a subscript) is the time step in the past 
  Vs (where s is a subscript) is the time step in the present   

  

Adaptive learning rate is the adjustment to rate of learning in the phase of 
training by decreasing the rate of learning to a predefined schedule. This is 

known as schedules of learning rate.  This research adapts Adam 

Optimization for enhancing accuracy of classification. 

 
3.4 Flow Diagram of the Proposed System  
 
 In this research the activities and location of animals in the wildlife is 

detected using deep learning. This research investigates the capability to 
accurately and involuntarily collect camera trap image information and also a 

motion sensor is present for gathering the wildlife movements. Although 

retrieving information from these images remains an expensive, physical and 
sustained task. It is mentioned that such data can be retrieved using deep 

learning automatically. The below figure shows the proposed flow diagram of 

identifying animals in wildlife: 
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Figure 3. Proposed Flow Diagram 

 
Each step in the above flow diagram is explained below briefly: 

Step 1: Image stitching: 

 The first step of the proposed approach is the Image stitching. Image 
stitching is of two types namely direct method and feature based method(Liu 

et al, 2019). In this research image stitching is done using feature based 

method. The image stitching is implemented using imread() function in 
MATLAB. The number of frames is 684. They are stitched and fed as input 

for image detection. 

Step 2: Image detection: 

 In this step, the stitched image is taken as an input and the programme 
detects if an animal is present or not in the given image. Two probabilities are 

obtained as output portraying whether the image contains animals or not. A 

binary classification is applied for this.  

Step 3: Recognizing Species 

 In this step the respective output layer generates the input image 

probabilities being one of the four feasible classes. Supervision of wild 
animal behaviour in wild looks forward to the reliable methods for 

recognition of species using visual information captured by camera traps.  

Step 4: Classification of Species  

 In the final step the code classifies recognized species to which among 
the four classes namely Zebra, Giraffe, Bear and Elephant they belong.  
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4 Results and Discussion 
 

 4.1 Output Results  
 

 The output results of the proposed architecture for various animal species 
are presented below  

 
Figure 4. Image stitching 

 Figure 4 shows how an image is stitched from a video and fed as input to 
the CNN model. 

 

Figure 5. Image detection 

 Figure 5 shows how the classification function works in finding out 

whether an animal is present or not in a given image. The bounding boxes in 
the figure shows the identification of the presence of an animal in the image. 

 

 
Figure 6. Species Recognition  

 
 Figure 6 shows how the recognition of species is done from an image that 

contains an animal and non-animal background. 
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Figure 7,: Species Classification 

 

 Figure 7 shows how the individual species are further classified by their 

respective names. In the above Figure 5, the proposed system classifies two 

different species, Zebra and Giraffe respectively. 
 The proposed model was tested for numerous images from all the four 

classes. The results are presented here 

 
Figure 8a-8e.Identification and Classification of Bear Species 

 
Figure 9a-9e. Identification and Classification of Giraffe Species 
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Figure 10a-10e. Identification and Classification of Zebra Species 

 

 
Figure 11a-11e. Identification and Classification of Elephant Species 

 

 Figure 8a-8e show numerous instances of how the proposed model 

identifies the presence of an animal and classifies it to belong to the B
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 ear Species. Similarly the figures 9a-9e identify the presence of Giraffe 
species; the figures 10a-10e identify the presence of Zebra species and finally 

the figures 11a-11e identify the presence of the elephant species.  

 

4.2 Performance Evaluation 
 

 The performance of the model is measured and evaluated using the 
following measures of performance namely IoU (Intersection over Union), 

Recall and Precision and Accuracy. Each performance measure is explained 

below: 

 
4.2.1 IoU (Intersection Over Union) 
 

 For detecting objects, the intersection over union concept is used. 
Intersection over Union evaluates the intersection over union of 2 bounding 

boxes. The bounding box is evaluated for the predicted bounding box and 

ground truth. This research sets a value of threshold for intersection over 

union to decide if the detection of object is valid or not. This research has 
considered the intersection over union threshold as 0.6 and if the intersection 

over union is less than 0.6 then it is an incorrect detection and it is classified 

as FP (false positive) whereas if the intersection over union value is greater 
than or equal to 0.6 then the object detection is classified as TP (True 

Positive).  

 
4.2.2 Recall and Precision: 
 

 This research has employed recall and precision as performance metrics 

to estimate the performance. Recall and Precision are estimated using False 
Positives, True Positives and False Negatives: 

Precision =
TP

TP + FP
 

Recall =
TP

TP + FN
 

 Where TP indicates True Positives, FP indicates False Positive and FN 
Indicates False Negative. 

 The interpolated precision value obtained in evaluating this model is 0.93 

and the recall value obtained is 0.72. 

 
4.2.3. Mean Average Precision  
 

 This research has used 250 test images and estimated the recall and 
precision for each predicted box.  

mAP= 1/12(sum of interpolated precisions) 

 This research used 12 point interpolated average precision to estimate the 
mAP(Mean average Precision). The interpolated precision is average 
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precision estimated at 12 commonly spaced levels of recall of 0.0, 0.0909, 

0.1818, 0.2727….0.9090, 1.0.  The MAP value obtained is 0.66 
The below figure 12 shows the curve of precision and recall: 

 

 
Figure 12. Performance Evaluation of the proposed model 

 

4.2.4 Accuracy 
 

 The dataset used in this research is the Coco dataset of four classes 
(namely zebra, elephant, bear, giraffe) and their respective bounding boxes. 

There were nearly 2000 images for training where 500 from each class and 

250 for validation. This research uses convolutional neural networks to count, 
explain and recognize the behaviours of animals in Coco dataset. The 

recognition by the proposed convolutional neural network classifier is 

predicted to render around 90 to 97 percentage of accuracy. Accuracy is the 

metric of evaluation that permits user to estimate the total prediction number 
which a model acquires right. The formula for accuracy is mentioned below: 

Accuracy =
TP + TN

TP + FP + TN+ FN
 

 Where TP indicates True positive, FN indicates false negative, FP 

indicates false positive and TN indicates true negative.  The rate of prediction 
is predicted to be greater due to huge number of characteristics retrieved for 

every layer of convolutional neural network. The study of Norouzzadeh et al 

[10] trained deep convolutional neural networks to count, explain and 
recognize the behaviours of 48 species in 3.2 million image data set of 

Snapshot Serengeti. The deep neural network recognizes animals with around 

93.8% accuracy automatically. Contrary to that Verma and Gupta (2018) 

designed a model for detecting animals using self-learned deep convolutional 
neural network characteristics. This effective set of features is then used for 

classification using state of art algorithms of machine learning namely K-

nearest Neighbour, SVM and ensemble tree. The results of the research show 
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that the detection model using the features of deep convolutional neural 
network offers 91.4% accuracy on standard dataset of camera trap. In the 

study of Banupriya et al (2020) a deep convolutional neural network is 

trained to identify, illustrate and count the behaviours of 48 breed from 3.2 
million image dataset of snapshot Serengeti. The CNN can automatically 

identify animals with 93.8% accuracy. Compared to the above researches the 

accuracy obtained to identify animals using convolutional neural network in 
this research is 96.2%. The below table shows the approach and accuracy of 

the proposed research compared to the above-mentioned researches: 
 

Table 2. Comparison of Accuracy and Approach based on Proposed Research 
 

Author Year Approach Used 
Algorithm 

Used 

Accuracy 

Obtained 

Norouzzadeh et al 2018 
Deep Convolutional 

Neural Network 

Deep Learning 

algorithm 
93.8% 

Verma and Gupta 2018 
Deep Convolutional 

Neural Network 

Machine 

learning 

algorithm 

91.4% 

Banupriya et al 2020 
Deep convolutional 

Neural network 

Feature Based 

Template 

Matching 

algorithm 

93.9% 

Proposed 

Research 
2020 

Convolutional 

Neural Network 

Adam 

Optimization 

Learning 

Algorithm 

96.2% 

 

Accuracy Graph: 
 The below figure 13 shows the comparison graph of accuracy based on 

proposed research 

 
Figure 13. Comparison of Accuracy values obtained by different researchers and the proposed 

research 
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 It can be inferred from the above figure that the proposed research is 

greater in accuracy than the other existing researches.  

 
5 Conclusion and Future Works 
 

 In natural habitat, reliable and effective supervision of wild animals is 

important to inform decisions of management and conservation. In this 

research using the Coco dataset which comprises 2000 images were taken by 
trap cameras. This research proposed a CNN model towards building scalable 

automated wild life monitoring system taking as a base the Resnet 50 

architecture. The algorithm categorizes animals effectively with a better 
accuracy of 96% which is a higher valuewhen compared with that of the 

performances of the existing approaches. The study could be further extended 

by identifying the count of animals, adding additional features describing the 
characteristics of the animals and applying the same in numerous neural 

network architectures simultaneously. The research could of much use on a 

real-time basis when integrated with IoT. IoT sensors can be fixed to the 

cameras that capture wildlife in the forest areas and the signals received from 
the sensors upon detection of the wild animals could be redirected to the 

respective forest authorities. By doing so, animals entering into the human 

habitats and causing damages to human beings could be prevented and at the 
same time, animals meeting with accident and getting harmed by human 

beings could also be prevented, thereby offering a mutual benefit to the 

wildlife as well as mankind. 
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